METADATA OVERSIGHT:
“A BANNER”!!!!!
The Guardian has their next big NSA scoop, and
it is meatier than the earlier ones. The
headline is that President Obama continued a 2degrees of separation analysis of Internet
metadata under Section 702 for two years after
he came into office. The practice morphed into
something else in 2011, making it highly likely
the October 3, 2011 FISC opinion finding FAA 702
activities violated the Fourth Amendment
pertained to this practice.
Along with their story, the released two
documents, one of which has two appendices.
Altogether they’ve released:

September 28, 2006 Amendment
to Classified Annex to DOD
Procedures under EO 12333
(Appendix
B
to
this
document)
November
20,
2007
Recommendation to Amend
Procedures on Metadata
Supplemental
Procedures
allowing contact chaining to
Americans (Appendix A to
this document)
March 24, 2009 Draft NSA IG
Report on PSP
I’ll have far, far more to say going forward.
But I wanted to point to language that
reinforces my fears about how they’re
controlling the still extant database of US
person telephone metadata.
The documents describe the great oversight of
the Internet metadata twice. First in the
November 20, 2007 letter itself:

When logging into the electronic data
system users will view a banner that reemphasizes key points regarding use of
the data, chaining tools, and proper
dissemination of results. NSA will also
create an audit trail of every query
made in each database containing U.S.
communications metadata, and a network
of auditors will spot-check activities
in the database to ensure compliance
with all procedures. In addition, the
NSA Oversight and Compliance Office will
conduct periodic super audits to verify
that activities remain properly
controlled. Finally, NSA will report any
misuse of the information to the NSA’s
Inspector General and Office of GEneral
Counsel for inclusion in existing or
future reporting mechanisms related to
NSA’s signals intelligence activities.

And in the September 28, 2006 Amendment:
5. Before accessing the data, users will
view a banner, displayed upon login and
positively acknowledged by the user,
that re-emphasizes the key points
regarding use of the data and chaining
tools, and proper dissemination of any
results obtained.
6. NSA creates audit trails of every
query made in each database containing
U.S. communications metadata, and has a
network of auditors who will be
responsible for spot-checking activities
in the database to ensure that
activities remain compliant with the
procedures described for the data’s use.
The Oversight and Compliance Office
conducts periodic super audits to verify
that activities remain properly
controlled.
7. NSA will report any misuse of the
information to NSA’s Inspector General
and Office of General Counsel for

inclusion in existing or future
reporting mechanisms relating to NSA’s
signals intelligence activities.

These descriptions are consistent with what
we’ve been told still exists with the telephone
metadata, so it is likely (though not certain)
the process remains the same.
There are two big problems, as I see it. First,
note that the Oversight and Compliance Office
appears to be within NSA’s operational division,
not part of the Inspector General’s Office. This
means it reports up through the normal chain of
command. And, presumably, its actions are not
required to be shared with Congress. The IG, by
contrast, has some statutory independence. And
its activities get briefed to Congress.
In other words, this initial check on the
metadata usage appears to be subject to
managerial control.
But my other worry is even bigger. See where the
descriptions talk about the fancy banner? The
description says nothing about how that log-in
process relates to the audit trail created for
these searches. Indeed, in both of these
documents, “the NSA” “creates” the audit trails.
They don’t appear to be generated automatically,
as they easily could be and should be.
That is, it appears (and this is something that
has always been left vague in these
descriptions) that these are manual audit
trails, not automatic ones. (Though I hope they
go back and compare them with keystrokes.)
When FBI had this kind of access to similar
data, they simply didn’t record a lot of what
they were doing, which means we have almost no
way of knowing whether there’s improper usage.
This may have changed. These “audit trails” may
have been automatically generated at this time
(though that’s not what the process describes).
Though the NSA IG’s inability to come up with a
number of how many US person records are access

suggests there’s nothing automated about it.
And if that’s true, still true, then the
telephone metadata still in place is an
invitation for abuse.

